Rogerson’s Adult Day Health Reopens August 3rd!

Rogerson is excited to welcome back Adult Day Health Participants who have begun returning to our Roslindale program!

Participants will find exciting changes when they return. Rogerson has remodeled the day program's interior. In addition to new floors and paint, the entire program layout has been re-imagined to provide maximum social distancing. Furniture has been repositioned to create small pods of table seating with 6 to 7 1/2 feet between pods. Our two-person tables now have plexiglass barriers for safe table socialization.

For the increased safety of our participants, we are currently operating the program at reduced capacity. All program staff have been trained in Covid-19/Infection control and will be masked at all times. Our Activity Coordinators have implemented alternative and modified activity programming to ensure participant safety.

We can't wait to have you back!